
 

 
YOU ASKED and WE  

LISTENED! Wellborn has added 

over 1,400 accessories to the  

Select Series! The additions will 

include: fillers, bookcases wood 

hoods, open wall displays and so 

much more! We truly believe this 

will exceed the customers wishes 

and wants with an exceptional 

price point!  

The 2015/16 Product Launch entails many 

descriptions of new products entering the  

Select Series. Let’s take a look inside and 

learn all about the new and upcoming  

products offered in Wellborn’s Select Series. 

 Prairie Hickory 

 The Prairie door style will now be 

offered on our Hickory wood 

      species 

 Millbrook Arch & Square Classic  

     Drawer Front Option 

 Allowing the popular CDF drawer 

front on the door style   

 Natural Slate 

 A natural stain with a gray slate 

glaze topped with a low sheen  



 

 Willow & Willow Slate 

 Willow is a mid-tone gray with warm 

undertones  

 Willow Slate is made up of the same 

mid-tone gray accompanied by a 

gray slate glaze 

 Divinity Java added to MDF 

 Off white paint with a dark brown java glaze 

 Soft Close Now Included with APC and PWD  

Options 

 Drift and Drift Slate 

 Drift is a transparency gray stain topped with a low sheen 

 Drift Slate, which is the same as Drift, is finished off with a gray 

slate glaze  

 Shadow and Shadow Charcoal 

 Shadow is a dark gray stain topped with a low sheen 

 Shadow Charcoal, which is the same as Shadow, finished off with a 

black charcoal glaze  

 Onyx 

 Black paint available with techniques  

 Pebble and Pebble Java 

 Pebble is a neutral painted finish with 

taupe undertones 

 Pebble Java has been combined to 

form a neutral tone 



 

 Bedford Arch & Bedford Square New Wood Species 

 Offering the door styles in Cherry, Oak and Hickory 

 Bedford Door Edge Profile Change 

 a simple one step down to give it more of a 

transitional style  

 Bedford Classic Drawer Front Option  

 This gives customers a beautiful 5-piece drawer front that they may 

use on the cabinetry.  



 

Three NEW  MDF Door styles: 

Hancock, Bishop and Trestle 

 Hancock 

 2 9/16” Wide Stiles and Rails 

Shaker Door 

 5-piece Full Overlay Medium 

Density Fiberboard with a   

standard Slab Drawer Front 

 Bishop 

 3 7/16” Wide Stiles and Rails 

with inside step profile 

 5-piece Full Overlay Medium 

Density Fiberboard with a 

standard Slab Drawer Front 

 Trestle 

 3 7/16” Wide Stiles and Rails 

with raised center panel door 

 5-piece Full Overlay Medium 

Density Fiberboard with a 

standard Slab Drawer Front 



 

 NEW! Alto MDF 

 Added to occupy the additional 

need for a simple door style 

 

Coming in 2016 

 NEW Natural Cherry Finish 

 True Natural Cherry  

 Light sap stain applied to light 

streaks to slightly calm extreme 

color differences 

 6 New Semi-Custom Options 

 Valance Options for Bookcases 

 Extended Stiles 

 Toe Kick Added 

 Satin & Seedy Glass Options 

 Without Center Mullion 

 Reduced Depth to 6” Deep for Tall Cabinets 



 

 Warranty Updated 

 Lifetime Warranty  

 NEW! Urban Door  

 Full Overlay Veneer 

Slab Door  

 Espresso 

 Stain available on Cherry, Oak, 

Maple and Hickory 

 Talls  

 Vanities  

 Bases  

 Walls 
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